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Let (/D), (D0 square-free rational integer), be a real

quadratic field and put

D-n+r (--nr<n).

Then, if 4n-0 (mod r)
1 of (/D) is well known ([1]) and
holds, the fundamental unit
such a real quadratic field (/D) is called R-D type. On the other
hand, for any given real quadratic field (/D), its fundamental unit
can be calculated by the continued fraction expansion of /D.
In this note, we shall first describe the fundamental units of all
real quadratic fields in a similar fashion to R-D type, and give next
its relation between contiliued fraction expansion. Finally, we shall
give a generalization of a result of Morikawa [3] concerned with these
facts.
2. The following theorem is a generalization of a result of
Degert [1]"
Theorem 1. For any given positive square-free integer D, let Vo
the
least positive integer such that vD--n+ ro holds with integers
be
no, ro satisfying no ro <= no and 4no 0 (rood to). Then the fundamental
unit
1 of O.(/ D is of the following form"
eg--no+Vo/-, NED-- --sgn ro for Irol=l, (except for D--5, Vo--1),
--(no+Vo/D)/2, N=--sgnro for [to[--4,
--[(2n]+ro)+2noVo/D]/]ro], N,=I for Jr0]:/=l, 4.
Remark. In the special case of v0-----1, this result coincides with
Degert’ s.
Proof. Let e--(to+Uo,/D)/2 be the fundamental unit of (/D)
and be the right-hand side of a formula for in Theorem 1. Then,
it is easily shown that u]D--t -4, 4t0-0 (mod 4) and that is a unit of
(/D). Here, if we suppose ,9:,, then it yields a contradiction.
For, in the case of It01>4, we get
(t +_ 2 + toUo/-)/2.
[(2n + to) + 2noVo/D ]/] ro]>
Hence, we have noVo> toUo. On the other hand, since Vo is the least
positive integer such that vD--n+ ro, --no<ro<no, 4no_--0 (rood ro), we
get Vo < Uo and no < to, hence we have noVo < toUo. This is a contradiction.
In other cases, we can easily induce contradiction similarly.
3. For any given D, it is generally difficult to find Vo in Theorem
1, but if we use the continued fraction expansion of /D, Vo is easily

,
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obtained. In particular, i the length k o the period in the continued
raction expansion o /D is even (/=2m), then v0 in Theorem 1 is
determined by the (m--1)th convergent in the continued raction expansion of / as follows:
Theorem 2. Let D be a positive square-free integer such that
D 5 (mod 8) and suppose that D has a prime divisor p such that p--3
(mod 4). Let k be the length of the period in the regular continued
fraction expansion of /D, A/B be its vth convergent and let
(/-+P)/Q be its vth complete quotient. Then, k is even (k=2m)
and Vo in Theorem 1 is equal to B_. Moreover, Irol in Theorem 1 is
equal to Q which is equal to neither 1 nor 4 and the fundamental unit
of (/D) is of the following form:

,=[(2A_I+(-1)-IQ)+2A_IB_I/D]/Q,

N,D--1.

Proof. From the assumption on D, it is easily proved that the
length k of the period is even (k=2m) and that the undamental unit
e of (/D) is of the form ,=to+Uo/D, (to, Uo integers). Hence, we
have eg=A_+B_/D and N=I. On the other hand, we have
Q =/= 1 and the following relations (cf. [5]):

2A_l--2D--0 (mod Q),
B_ID=A_+(--1)-Q,,
From these relations, we have Q :/: 4. Let be the right-hand side of
the formula for e in Theorem 2, then is a unit of (/D) and is
equal to e, since l<e <e. Therefore, v0 in Theorem 1 is equal to

,

,

,

B_I and
4. As a sufficient condition for Q-2, we obtain
Theorem 3.1) Let D--p or 2p, where p is a prime number with
p--3 (mod 8) (resp._=7 (mod 8)). Let k=2m be the even length of the
period in the regular continued fraction expansion of /D and A/B be
its vth convergent. Then, Q(=lr01) in Theorem 2 is equal to 2 and the

fundamental unit of (/-) is of the following form:
e=A_+I+A_IB_/D (resp. A_x I+A_IB_/D),

NeD 1.
Proof. Since 2D_=0 (mod Q) and D=p or 2p, we have Q=I, 2,
4, p, 2p or 4p. On the other hand, I<Q</ and Q=/:4 hold.
Hence, we get Q=2. Thus, from Theorem 2, we have ,--A__+I
+A_B_/D. Here, in the case of p--3 (mod8), A_--I
+A_B_I/D is not a unit, since A_ DB_--2 (mod 8). Therefore, ,9 is equal to A_I+I+A_B_/D. Similarly, we can prove
the other case.
Remark. In the case of D--pq, (p<q), or 2pq, (2p<q), with
D5 (mod 8), where p and q are odd prime numbers with p or q-- 3
(mod 4), Nakahara shows in [4] that Q in Theorem 2 is equal to one
1)

M. Yamauchi conjectured this fact and orally intormed it to author.
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of the three numbers 2, p and 2p. Using this fact, he proves that the
fundamental unit of (/) has one of the following six forms"
2 A_I + 1 2
A._I + I+A_IB 1/+ P Am 1Bm_l/-, P1 A_I + 1
P
P

In the case of real quadratic fields (/) with N=--1, we can
obtain similar result to Theorem 3 as follows"
rrheorem 4. Let D--p or 2p2 where p and P2 are prime numbers
with pl--1 (mod 8) and p=_5 (mod 8). Let k=2m+ 1 be the odd length
of the period in the regular continued fraction expansion of /- and

A/B be its rth convergent. Then, the fundamental unit is of the
following form"
ND 1.
D-- AB + A_IB_I + (B + B_I)/D,
Proof. Let /= [b0, b, ..., b] be the regular continued raction
expansion of /D, where k is the length o the period. From the condition on D, it is evident that k is odd (k=2m+l) and -A_
+B_/D. On the other hand, it is well known that b, ..., b_ are
symmetric" b_=b, (1=<,k--1). Hence, we get A_--AB
+A_B_ and B_=B+B_. Therefore, we have the Theorem 4.
5. Finally we give a generalization o Morikawa’s result rom
our view-point.
Theorem 5.) For any positive integer a>O, put a+_2--bD,
where D is square-free. If D2, 3, and 6, and if at least one of the
following conditions () and () is satisfied, then Q(=lr01) in Theorem
2 is equal to 2 and e=a+_ 1+ ab/- is the fundamental unit of (/D)"
() a<(2D-1)/D-2 or b<2D--3,
(fl) a=p or 2p where 19 is a prime number and k is a positive
integer.
Proof. Let=(t+u/-)/2lbeaunitof(/D)withN=l. Put
e=(t+u/D)/2, (nl). Then t is a monic polynomial o t with
integral coefficients and has the following properties"
( ) t is a monotonically increasing function of t,

,

(ii)

t-2--(t--2){(t--2)(-)/+

+ l-(n--n)(t--2)+n} or odd

(iii)

t + 2--(t + 2){(t + 2) (n-’)/2

+

n

-(n--n)(t + 2)

-

n} for odd

From these facts, we can prove our Theorem 5 immediately.
2) Morikawa [2] proved this theorem in the special case that a is a prime
number.
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